
AP Language and Composition Summer Plan 

"I believe we should read only those books that bite and sting us. If a book we are reading does not rouse us with a blow to the 
head, then why read?... A book must be the ax for the frozen sea within us." 

-Franz Kafka 

"You have enough experience by the time you're five years old. What you need is the library. What you have to learn is the best 
of what is being thought and said. If you had a choice between spending a summer in Nepal and spending a summer in the 

library, go to the library." 

-Annie Dillards' advice to young writers 

    The purpose of this course, as described by the AP Gods,  is "to enable students to read complex texts with understanding 
and to write prose of sufficient richness and complexity to communicate effectively with mature readers." So, to begin nudging 
you in that lofty direction--and fend off the cerebral atrophy that summer sometimes brings--I am requiring you to do the 
following. Remember, by signing up for this course you are saying that you are intellectually curious and willing to work to 
become a more perceptive reader, a more effective writer, and a more astute observer and analyst of language.  

1)) Many students are critical of virtually everything they read.  There is no play, novel, poem or essay that doesn't "suck" in 
some way. These judgments are usually delivered in a superior, dismissive tone which suggests the speaker is brilliant, widely 
read,  and an accomplished writer. And yet when asked what they are for, what plays, novels, poems or essays they think are 
good or great, alas, they rarely have anything interesting to say. Hmmmm. Usually it sounds like the easy and defensive way to 
superiority--if I dismiss everything as inferior, I seem ...  superior, right? Well, no.  Such people come across as arrogant, 
intellectually lazy, predictable, and boring. Dismissive judgments (which are easy) make thinking and close analysis (which are 
hard) unnecessary.  So I want you to find a book you are enthusiastically for. Search out a work of NONFICTION on some person 
or subject that genuinely interests you and which, after reading it, you truly believe would be a fruitful addition to my reading 
life and, possibly, to the next year's AP Language and Composition curriculum. (REMEMBER: You are choosing a work of 
NONFICTION.) 

     Then, rather than writing a full-blown persuasive essay--hey, it's summer!--write out three specific claims about the book, 
each of which clearly, succinctly, and specifically  gives me a compelling reason why  I should read the book you have chosen. 
So, you are writing three sentences, each of which makes a very concise argument about your book. These sentences should 
show signs of thought and insight, as well as an awareness of what makes for effective argument. And it should be clear that 
you REVISED AND EDITED EACH REPEATEDLY. No cliche, no vague abstraction, no wasted words, no phony "academic" language 
that you would never use unless you were trying to impress an English teacher. Your diction should be lucid, direct, crisp, and 
precise. (Rember Mark Twain's trenchant observation on time and brevity: "If I had had more time I would have written a 
shorter letter.") 

     Use MLA format for your header (name, date, etc), make the title  THREE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD READ  ... (complete 
this with the title and author of your book), and then number your three claims and lay them out, one below the other, with a 
double space between each.  

 

 

It should look like this: 

Sindarius Thornwell 

Mr. Williams 

AP Language and Composition 

August 17, 2017 

           

   Three Reason Why You Should Read BEHAVE: THE BIOLOGY OF HUMANS AT OUR BEST AND WORST by Robert Sapolsky 



1) fisrt claim 

2) second claim 

3) you guessed it, third claim 

      Remember, the first and most crucial part of this assignment is that you find a book you have not read before and that 
you feel is so good--one that is an axe for the frozen sea within you, that bites and stings you--you can genuinely and 
passionately act as an advocate for.  This may take some time, effort, and tenacity on your part. If you start a book and do not 
like it, try another and another and so on. Ask interesting people who might guide you to great works on people or subjects you 
want to know more about. Ask people whose minds you admire what their favorite works of nonfiction are. DO NOT wait until 
the last second and get stuck with a book you don't really like or care about.  Last, be sure to read, re-read, and LEARN the 
"Points to Remember" regarding argument and persuasion (attached) before writing your sentences.  

2a) Send the title and author of the book you choose to Mr. Williams at dwill107@colchesterct.org by July 30th. (If you find a 
book you like even better after that date I would prefer you switch. Just let me know you are doing so.) 

Evaluation Criteria: Persuasive Claims About Book  

Do the sentences make interesting, specific, persuasive, compelling claims about the book? ___ 

Do they convey genuine thought and insight, as well as an intense interest in this book? ___ 

Are the sentences direct, crystal clear, logical, vivid and  specific? Are they free of cliche, vague and pretentious abstractions, 
unnecessary words, and stilted, impress-the-english-teacher verbiage? ___ 

 

2) Memorize and prepare to recite 100-150 words of the best writing you come across this summer. Do NOT choose a passage 
because you agree most passionately with its content.  Choose an example of the most powerful, beautiful, graceful, effective 
arrangement of words you can find. It can be from the books you read for the above--but by no means must be--and can be 
from poetry, fiction, drama, or any other form. No song lyrics. HAVE A TYPED OR PHOTOCOPIED VERSION of your memorized 
passage to give to me on the first day of class. (Do NOT use a poem you have already memorized for another class.) 

Evaluation Criteria: Recitation of Memorized Passage 

Memorization 

Volume 

Pace  

Expression/Evidence of Understanding 

 

 

 

 

 

3)"The AP Language and Composition course assumes that students already understand and use standard English grammar. The 
intense concentration on language use in this course should enhance their ability to use grammatical conventions both 
appropriately and with sophistication as well as to develop stylistic maturity in their prose."   This is not a remedial course. If 
your grammar is rusty YOU need to address that.  There is no quick fix, as study after study has made clear. I highly recommend 
all read Strunk and White’s THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE, but especially recommend it to those who feel they are weak writers and 
may be getting in over their heads. 



  

Argumentation and Persuasion 

Points to remember 

● Answers the questions "Why should I want to do or think that?" i.e. why should Mr. Williams want to read this book? 

● The THESIS is especially important as this is what your essay will convince the reader to think or do.  Is it rich, full, and 
strong enough to do justice to the complexity of the topic? Is it constructed to suggest careful distinctions that will 
emerge in the development? 

● Understand the three principle kinds of appeal: LOGICAL appeal, EMOTIONAL appeal, and ETHICAL appeal (appeal 
from the character and competence of the author. The most effective arguments combine all three.  Use all three, but 
be logical first and foremost. 

● LOGIC is crucial to make written arguments effective. Construct an argument as a lawyer would construct a case to 
present to a jury; STATE YOUR ASSERTIONS AND BACK THEM UP WITH EVIDENCE AND REASON, appealing to your 
readers' intellect and feelings. 

● You must ANTICIPATE THE STRONGEST COUNTERARGUMENTS AND ADDRESS THEM in your essay. After starting with 
a cool, impartial presentation of the issue and your way of dealing with it, PRESENT ANY OPPOSITION TO YOUR IDEAS 
FAIRLY. You may even wish to begin by outlining your opponent's point of view. It is helpful to view written argument 
as a rational, organize, and carefully reasoned for of CONVERSATION for which you need to supply and intelligent 
opponent's best point(s). Argumentation that shows awareness of only one viewpoint rarely gains a reader's respect. 

 Avoid the following pitfalls 

● Don't claim too much-GO EASY ON UNIVERSALS. Reasonable people can disagree. Be moderate with sweeping 
generalizations that use-or imply- terms like ALL, EVERY, ALWAYS,NEVER, NOBODY. Qualifying terms like USUALLY, 
OFTEN, PERHAPS, IT SEEMS LIKELY, PROBABLY, SELDOM, RARELY, ALMOST can be helpful in establishing a climate of 
reason, a sense that the writer is fully aware of the complexities and ambiguities of human experience. Don't assume 
from these comments that you should not express strongly held views in a strong way or that obvious truths should 
be expressed with mealy-mouth hypocrisy. Assume only that most writers are sometimes tempted to be carried away 
by enthusiasm for their own ideas into making gross overstatements-and the good writer successfully resists the 
temptation 

● DO NOT OVERSIMPLIFY COMPLEX ISSUES. 

● Support your arguments with concrete evidence, NOT GENERALIZATIONS. 

 


